INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

The major purpose of the human digestive system is to process food to provide the body with essential nutrients and energy ([@DDT119C1]). After being partially digested at the level of mouth and stomach, the food components (i.e. 60--70% of complex carbohydrates, 80--90% of dietary proteins and ∼85% fat) reach the duodenum, the proximal part of the small intestine, for complete enzymatic digestion and absorption ([@DDT119C2]). The small intestine is unique in its variety of cell types, including enterocytes \[i.e. columnar small intestinal epithelial cells (sIECs) for digestion and absorption of nutrients\], goblet cells (for mucus secretion), entero-endocrine cells (for hormone secretion) and paneth cells (i.e. stem cells that differentiate to form enterocytes). The large surface area, provided by the presence of hundreds of enterocytes, contributes to the maximal absorptive capacity of the small intestine.

Small intestinal enterocytes account for the majority of the enzymatic digestion and nutrient absorption ([@DDT119C1]). In fact, enterocytes are highly metabolically active cells and provide ∼25% of the endogenous glucose and cholesterol ([@DDT119C3],[@DDT119C4]). As such, they contribute significantly to the metabolism of the whole body, acting as a gateway for nutrients. They channel essential nutrients to the liver (upon hormonal influence) as well as account for first pass drug metabolism ([@DDT119C5]). The liver and the small intestine are anatomically in close proximity, connected through the portal vein, and they have related physiological and metabolic functions. The small intestine provides ∼75% of blood flow to the liver via the hepatic portal system ([@DDT119C6]) and the liver, in turn, supplies biliary constituents through the common bile duct to the duodenum. The liver synthesizes bile acids from cholesterol, which are then delivered to the intestinal lumen to aid in the digestion and absorption of fat with their emulsifying properties. The bile acids are then actively absorbed by the enterocytes, but half of the bile acids can also diffuse through the lumen into the enterocytes. Bile acids are then sent back to the liver via the portal circulation, permitting their extensive recycling through this entero-hepatic circulation before they are finally excreted in feces ([@DDT119C7]).

Inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) are the hereditary metabolic defects that are encountered in all major metabolic pathways occurring in man ([@DDT119C8]). IEMs have a myriad of pathological effects, affecting multiple organ systems that may lead to fatal phenotypes. IEMs can arise due to mutations in single genes ([@DDT119C9]) or multiple genes ([@DDT119C10]), which add another level of complexity to their diagnosis. Mass spectrometric analysis of whole blood samples from infants is the usual diagnostic method (e.g. looking for concentration changes of specific biomarkers). However, there exists a series of other tests, including molecular genetic testing for specific mutations, enzyme assays and further biochemical tests (e.g. urine tests and blood tests for blood gases and electrolytes), which together are employed to confirm the presence of an IEM ([@DDT119C11]). There exist multiple classification systems for these disorders depending on the clinical phenotypes, affected organs, mode of inheritance, occurrence in a specific metabolic pathway and other factors. While IEMs of the amino acid metabolism are usually treatable, IEMs involving biosynthesis of complex molecules (e.g. lysosomal storage or peroxisomal biogenesis disorders) have generally no specific treatment available ([@DDT119C8]). The use of special dietary formulations and medications usually alleviates clinical symptoms of the aminoacidopathies, and hence, is widely used as treatment strategy ([@DDT119C8]).

Genome-scale metabolic network reconstructions capture genomic, physiological and biochemical accurate data for target organisms ([@DDT119C12]). More than 100 organism-specific metabolic reconstructions have been published, including for human ([@DDT119C13]) and mouse ([@DDT119C14]). Moreover, cell-type specific reconstructions have been published for hepatocytes ([@DDT119C15]), kidney cells ([@DDT119C16]), alveolar macrophages ([@DDT119C17]), red blood cells ([@DDT119C18]) and cardiomyocytes ([@DDT119C19]). Metabolic reconstructions serve as a knowledge base for a target organism and target cell-type and can be converted into mathematical models ([@DDT119C12]). Besides describing the exact stoichiometry for metabolic reactions occurring in a cell, these reconstructions also contain information about the enzymes catalyzing the reactions and the corresponding encoding genes through gene--protein-reaction (GPR) associations. These GPR associations are expressed using the Boolean rules ('and' and 'or' relationships), where 'and' represents the requirement of the gene products for a reaction. Conversely, the 'or' relationship is employed to represent the relationship between genes encoding for isozymes, which catalyze the same reaction. These GPRs permit to connect the genotype to the phenotype and enable prediction of phenotypic changes associated with genetic alterations, e.g. enzyme deficiencies ([@DDT119C14],[@DDT119C20]--[@DDT119C22]) or single-nucleotide polymorphisms ([@DDT119C23]). An increasing number of studies have become available, highlighting the value of computational modeling for understanding metabolism in health and disease. These studies include the analysis of comorbidity ([@DDT119C24]), the prediction of off-target drug effects ([@DDT119C16]), the prediction of specific drug targets ([@DDT119C25],[@DDT119C26]), the assessment of metabolic changes occurring during diabetes and ischemia ([@DDT119C27]) and the prediction of the metabolic consequences of genetic and epigenetic properties, such as dosage effect ([@DDT119C28]).

The aim of the present study was to model the digestion and absorption of dietary components by the small intestine and to analyze changes in the intestinal metabolism under different genetic backgrounds. We therefore, reconstructed a metabolic network specific for sIECs and subjected it to two different diets to obtain condition-specific metabolic models. Subsequently, we analyzed the effect of various IEMs on the models\' metabolic capabilities. For IEMs that highly affected the enterocyte\'s metabolism, we compared the computed results with known intestinal features, such as phenotypes exhibiting extensive intestinal pathology associated with these disorders as well as with biomarker patterns used in their diagnosis.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

In this study, we assembled manually a comprehensive, predictive metabolic network for small intestinal enterocytes, which captures known, essential physiology and biochemistry of this cell type. We then employed the metabolic model to assess the impact of diet on the absorption and secretion capabilities of enterocytes. Finally, we investigated the consequences of enzymopathies on the enterocyte\'s metabolic functionalities.

Reconstruction of the sIEC-specific metabolic network {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------------------

We reconstructed the first sIECs specific metabolic network in a bottom-up fashion through an extensive literature review. We identified metabolic pathways known to occur within these cells, including sIEC-specific pathways, such as citrulline and proline metabolism, the conversion of fructose to glucose and the re-synthesis of triglyceride and cholesterol-ester. We collected information on the various transport systems specific for sIECs (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}B, [Supplementary Material, Table S1](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)), resulting in the addition of 38% new enzymatic and transport reactions, which were not captured by a previously published global human metabolic reconstruction ([@DDT119C13]) (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}E). The final human small intestine-specific enterocyte metabolic reconstruction was deemed to be hs_sIEC611, where 'hs' stands for homosapiens, sIEC for sIECs, and 611 for the number of included genes. hs_sIEC611 accounts for 1282 reactions and 433 unique metabolites distributed over five intracellular (cytosol, mitochondria, nucleus, peroxisome and endoplasmic reticulum) and two extracellular compartments (extracellular space and lumen) (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Information from more than 250 peer reviewed articles and books was reviewed ([Supplementary Material, Table S2](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)) and provides supporting evidence for the metabolic content of hs_sIEC611. Figure 1.Properties of the human metabolic reconstruction for small intestine epithelial cells. (**A**) Overview of the sIEC reconstruction. \*peer-reviewed journal articles, primary literature and books. (**B**) Metabolic pathways that have been identified through a thorough literature review to be present in sIECs. (**C**) Overview of the GPR associations in the enterocyte reconstruction. (**D**) Coverage of metabolic and transport reactions in the enterocyte reconstruction with respect to Recon 1 (exchanges, luminal adjustments and novel metabolic and transport reactions existing in the enterocyte network have not been shown). (**E**) Addition of novel reactions to the enterocyte reconstruction, di-peptides, and dietary fibers were two subsystems that were absent in the previous human metabolic reconstruction, Recon 1 ([@DDT119C13]).

When comparing the number of reactions associated with the different metabolic pathways in sIECs (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}B), we found that the transport subsystem had the highest number of reactions associated (538; Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}D and E), since a chief function of the enterocyte is the absorption of dietary nutrients from the lumen (apical uptake). Additionally, enterocytes take up nutrients from the arterial blood (basolateral uptake), depending on their own metabolic needs. Numerous metabolites, including bilirubin, nitric oxide and cholesterol, are also secreted into the lumen. Nutrient transporters are normally located at either the luminal or basolateral side, depending on the nature of the transporter. An exception is the GLUT-2 transporter, which is usually present at the basolateral side, but which can also migrate onto the luminal side to aid in glucose absorption under fully fed state ([@DDT119C29]). Moreover, the lipid metabolic pathway accounted for most metabolic reactions (134 reactions), followed by nucleotide metabolism (113 reactions) and carbohydrate metabolism (70 reactions). The supplementary text contains a detailed description of the covered subsystems.

To evaluate the predictive potential of a condition-specific model that can be derived from the sIEC-specific reconstruction, we tested for the model\'s capability to produce all defined biomass precursors under rich medium conditions (i.e. all metabolites, for which exchange reactions were defined, were allowed to be taken up) as well as under two defined dietary conditions, being an average American diet and a balanced diet. Moreover, we performed an extensive literature review to collect metabolic capabilities that can be accomplished by sIECs and formulated 50 different 'metabolic tasks', which sIECs, and thus our model, should be able to fulfill (Table [1](#DDT119TB1){ref-type="table"}, see [Supplementary Material, Table S4](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) for associated references and flux values under different diets). We then tested the model\'s capability to carry a non-zero flux for each metabolic task under different simulation conditions using flux balance analysis ([@DDT119C30]). We also defined a sIEC-specific secretion profile based on a thorough literature review. A total of 267 exchange reactions were constrained accordingly for luminal uptake secretion and basolateral uptake secretion patterns ([Supplementary Material, Table S5](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). We subsequently tested the model\'s capability to carry flux through the exchange reactions using flux variability analysis (FVA) ([@DDT119C31]) and compared the results with the defined secretion profile. Table 1.Effect of diet on the metabolic tasks defined for sIECsMetabolic taskPhysiological functionD1 versus D2Secretion of lactate from glucose uptakeGlucose utilization for energy production.↑Glutamine to glucose conversionEndogenous glucose production.↑Glutamine to proline conversionDelivery to the liver.↑Glutamine to ornithine conversionFor spermine synthesis.↑Glutamine to citrulline conversionFor arginine synthesis. Biomarker of active enterocyte mass ([@DDT119C85]). This metabolic task is exclusive to enterocytes ([@DDT119C86]).↑Glutamine to lactate conversionUtilization of glutamine, sparing glucose.✓Glutamine to aspartate conversionFor nucleotide synthesis.✓Glutamine to carbon dioxide conversionUtilization of glutamine, sparing glucose.↑Glutamine to ammonia conversionGlutaminase activity to generate glutamate.✓Putrescine to methionine conversionRegeneration of methionine.↑Basolateral secretion of alanineDelivery to the liver.↑Basolateral secretion of lactateDelivery to the liver.↑Synthesis of arginineSemi-essential amino acid.↑Synthesis of prolineTo be sent to liver. The pyroline-5-carboxylate synthase is specific to the small intestine ([@DDT119C87]).✓Synthesis of alanine from glutamineTo be sent to the liver.×Basolateral secretion of prolineTo be sent to the liver.↑Basolateral secretion of arginineTo be sent to the liver.↑Basolateral secretion of ornithineTo be sent to the liver.↑Synthesis of spermineProtective effect in small intestine.↑Synthesis of spermidineTo be sent to the liver.↑Synthesis of nitric oxideAids in GI motility.↑Synthesis of cholesterolMembrane constituent.↑*De novo* purine synthesisEnergy intermediate.↑Salvage of purine basesEnergy intermediate.↑Purine catabolismEnergy intermediate.↑Pyrimidine synthesisMaintenance of the purine level and important byproduct release.↑Pyrimidine degradation (uracil)Maintenance of purine and pyrimidine levels and important byproduct release.↑Fructose to glucose conversionFructose utilization.↑Uptake and secretion of cholic acidEnterohepatic circulation.↑Uptake and secretion of glyco-cholic acidEnterohepatic circulation.↑Uptake and secretion of tauro-cholic acidEnterohepatic circulation.↑HMP shunt pathwayGeneration of reducing equivalents and precursor for nucleotide synthesis.↑Malate to pyruvate conversionMaintenance of cytosolic pyruvate pool.↑Synthesis of ureaElimination of ammonia.↑Cysteine to pyruvate conversionMaintenance of cytosolic pyruvate pool.↑Methionine to cysteine conversionSynthesis of cysteine.↑Synthesis of triacylglycerolTo be transported in chylomicrons for body needs.↑Phosphatidylcholine synthesis in mitochondriaMembrane constituent.↑Binding of bile acids to dietary fibersCholesterol lowering effect of dietary fibers.✓Synthesis of FMNConversion of riboflavin to active form.↑Synthesis of FADFatty acid oxidation.↑Synthesis of 5-methyl-tetrahydrofolateGenerated from folic acid, an important co-factor in one carbon metabolism.↓Putrescine to GABA conversionExerts protective effect in small intestine.↑Superoxide dismutase activityFree radical scavenger.✓Carbonic anhydrase activityFor availability of bicarbonate.↑TCA cycle fluxEnergy generation, anaplerosis, and amphibolic role.↑Histidine to form-imino-glutamic acid conversionOne-carbon metabolism.↑Heme synthesisProsthetic part of hemoglobin.↑Heme degradationFor availability of iron.↑Cell maintenanceCell viability.↑[^1]

Effects of different diets on the metabolic tasks of sIECs {#s2b}
----------------------------------------------------------

We were interested in investigating the consequences of different diets on the sIEC metabolism. Therefore, we simulated an average American ([@DDT119C32]) and a balanced diet ([@DDT119C1],[@DDT119C33],[@DDT119C34]) and tested the model\'s capability to perform the 50 different metabolic tasks (Table [1](#DDT119TB1){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Material, Table S4](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). When comparing the results for the maximal possible flux values of the different metabolic tasks, we found an increased flux for the synthesis of important products, such as glucose, ornithine and citrulline, from glutamine in the average American diet compared with the balanced diet (Table [1](#DDT119TB1){ref-type="table"}). Simultaneously, the glutamine oxidation flux to carbon dioxide was higher under the average American dietary regime, reflecting the higher glutamine availability in this diet. The conversion of fructose to glucose was not possible in the balanced diet due to the absence of fructose in this diet ([@DDT119C1]). The synthesis flux of 5-methyltetrahydrofolate (5-methyl-THF) was higher in the balanced diet compared with the average American diet due to the influx of its precursor folate in the simulation of the balanced diet. 5-Methyl-THF is an important one carbon substituted folate and participates in amino acid and purine metabolism. Further, when compared with a balanced diet, the average American diet caused a higher flux of luminal inputs, which was particularly the case for fat (i.e. triglycerides and cholesterol) and for carbohydrates. This increased input flux led to a 45% higher flux through the biomass reaction in the average American diet. Another noteworthy observation was the failure to synthesize alanine from glutamine in the absence of glucose, which we observed for both diets (when glucose was removed under this particular simulation condition). The literature review revealed that the major source of pyruvate, which serves as the precursor for lactate and alanine production, is glucose rather than glutamine in sIECs. This conversion route has been demonstrated by ^13^C-nuclear magnetic resonance studies ([@DDT119C3]).

To evaluate potential effects of intestinal nutrient absorption on whole body metabolism, we analyzed secretion patterns obtained from the two diets. We performed FVA for the models corresponding to the two diets and compared the computed maximum flux values of each exchange reaction on the basolateral side. A total of 80 metabolites showed differences in their secretion profiles between the two diets ([Supplementary Material, Table S5](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). For instance, higher flux through the secretion reactions for vitamin E (2-fold), choline (1.4-fold) and retinol (2-fold) was observed when the balanced diet was compared with the average American diet. The balanced diet is designed to provide essential vitamins (both water- and fat-soluble ones) and minerals, which should be principally also provided in an average American diet. However, the model failed to secrete components, such as biotin, pantothenic acid and chloride, since these components were missing in the average American diet chart ([@DDT119C32]). Interestingly, we observed a 2-fold elevation in maximal possible flux values for the secretion of cholesterol esters, and triglycerides when the model was provided with the average American diet compared to the balanced diet. Additionally, the maximal possible secretion flux values for cholesterol and glucose were 4- and 3-fold higher, respectively, in the average American diet than in the balanced diet. When we compared the essential fatty acids secretion pattern, linoleic acid (C18:2) secretion was 2-fold higher in the average American diet, whereas linolenic acid (C18:3) secretion was 2-fold higher in the balanced diet.

Impact of enzymopathies on the enterocyte metabolism {#s2c}
----------------------------------------------------

To study the difference in the sIEC metabolism during healthy and diseased states, we analyzed the effect of IEMs on the enterocyte metabolism in the context of the average American diet. hs_sIEC611 captured 109 IEMs out of the 235 IEMs that we have recently mapped onto the global human metabolic reconstruction ([@DDT119C20]) ([Supplementary Material, Table S6](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). Of these, we considered for further analysis of 103 IEMs, which are caused by mutations in a single gene, meaning that they had one gene-one reaction (66 IEMs) or one gene-many reaction (37 IEMs) associations. Additionally, we analyzed the *in silico* effect of cystinuria (OMIM: 220 100), which is caused by mutation in either solute carrier family 3 (*SLC3A1*, GeneID: 6519) or solute carrier family 7 (*SLC7A9*, GeneID: 11 136). Cystinuria was included in the analysis as the intestinal dibasic amino acid transport system is defective in these patients ([@DDT119C35]), and thus evidence of the expression of both the genes in human sIECs exists. For each IEM, we deleted the corresponding metabolic reaction(s) and computed the maximal possible flux value for each metabolic task. We found that 76% (79 of 104) IEMs affected at least one of the defined metabolic tasks in hs_sIEC611, when simulated on an average American diet (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). Thirty-six of these IEMs (45%) resulted in intestinal pathology or biochemical defect and correspond to reported true positive cases (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}). When compared with the reported biomarker patterns used for diagnosis of the simulated IEMs, the model failed to predict the elevated biomarker patterns for 10 IEMs, including hyperprolinemia and glycogen storage disease XI ([Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). We also investigated the basolateral secretion profiles in the different IEM conditions (Fig. [4](#DDT119F4){ref-type="fig"}). The model corresponding to carbamoyl phosphate synthetase I deficiency (OMIM: 237 300) showed a reduced secretion of citrulline, which is consistent with the known reduced citrulline level in these patients. The methylmalonic acidemia model predicted reduced secretion flux for cysteine, which is in agreement with reduced cysteine levels seen in methylmalonic acidemia patients ([@DDT119C36]). Analysis of the model\'s metabolic capability revealed that this reduced cysteine secretion flux is due to the model\'s inability to convert methionine to cysteine. The computational analysis thus provides a mechanistic explanation for the observed biomarker, which represents a novel testable hypothesis. Table 2.IEMs that showed intestinal metabolic dysfunction during *in silico* simulation and their relation to small intestinal pathology and biochemical defects as reported in the literatureIEMsDeficient enzyme and specific gene mutationSymptoms/organs affectedRelation to small intestine*Porphyrias*Porphyria ('FCLTm')/ erythropoietic protoporphyriaFerrochelatase (*FECH*, Gene ID: 2235, E.C. 4.99.1.1).Acute photosensitivity and liver failure, polyneuropathy ([@DDT119C88]).One retrospective case study revealed black blood stained fluid in small intestine ([@DDT119C89]). Mouse model showed massive bile duct proliferation and biliary fibrosis ([@DDT119C90]).Porphyria ('ALASm')/ sideroblastic anemia5-aminolevulinate synthase (*ALAS2*, Gene ID: 212, E.C. 2.3.1.37).Fatigue, dizziness, a rapid heartbeat, pale skin, and an enlarged liver and spleen (OMIM: 300 751).No direct link between small intestine malfunction and sideroblastic anemia could be found. However, erythropoietic protoporphyria patients have been reported to have small intestinal signs and have also been reported to develop eventually sideroblastic anemia ([@DDT119C91]).Acute intermittent porphyriaHydroxymethylbilane synthase (*HMBS*, Gene ID: 3145, E.C. 2.5.1.61)GI system, nervous system (OMIM: 176 000).In one case, trans-mural infarction of distal ileum and the existence of sickle cell anemia caused death ([@DDT119C49]).Variegate porphyriaProtoporphyrinogen oxidase (*PPOX*, Gene ID: 5498, E.C. 1.3.3.4)Skin, peripheral nervous system, liver (OMIM: 176 200).Two cases of co-existence of variegate porphyria and celiac disease have been reported. Coincidental existence of porphyrias and celiac disease also exists, villous atrophy has been seen ([@DDT119C50]).Delta-amino-levulinate dehydratase deficiencyDelta-aminolevulinate dehydratase (*ALAD*, Gene ID: 210, E.C. 4.2.1.24)Described as one form of acute hepatic porphyria (OMIM: 125 270)Six cases have been reported. Severe abdominal pain may cause nervous symptoms ([@DDT119C48]).Hereditary coproporphyriaCoproporphyrinogen-III oxidase (*CPOX*, Gene ID: 1371, E.C. 1.3.3.3)Nervous system, skin (OMIM: 121 300)Delay in transit time in small intestine has been observed ([@DDT119C92]).*Nucleotide disorders*Adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiencyAdenosine deaminase (*ADA*, Gene ID: 100, E.C. 3.5.4.4)Immune systems (OMIM: 102 700)ADA deficient mice died at the third day of birth and has been reported to show pathological signs of small intestinal cell death ([@DDT119C93]).Orotic aciduriaUridine 5′-monophosphate synthase (*UMPS*, Gene ID: 7372, E.C. 2.4.2.10 and E.C. 4.1.1.23)Heart, muscle, nervous system (OMIM: 258 900)Orotic aciduria has been reported in short bowel syndrome ([@DDT119C94]).*Carbohydrate disorders*Glycogen storage disease XI[l]{.smallcaps}-lactate dehydrogenase (*LDHA*, Gene ID: 3939, E.C. 1.1.1.27)Kidney, muscle, skin (OMIM: 612 933)Patients exhibit intestinal malabsorption and diarrhea ([@DDT119C95]).Hereditary fructose intoleranceFructose-bisphosphate aldolase B (*ALDOB*, Gene ID: 229, E.C. 4.1.2.13)Liver (OMIM: 229 600)GI symptoms include nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and meteorism (i.e. excessive gas accumulation) ([@DDT119C96]).Glucose--galactose malabsorptionSodium/glucose cotransporter 1 (*SLC5A1*, Gene ID: 6523)GI system (OMIM: 606 824)The transport protein, located at the apical surface of enterocytes, actively absorbs glucose and galactose into the cells. Defective transporter leads to primary GI disturbances, i.e. chronic diarrhea as seen in this disorder ([@DDT119C97]).Pyruvate kinase deficiencyPyruvate kinase 1 (*PKLR*, Gene ID: 5313, E.C. 2.7.1.40)Liver, spleen, gall bladder (OMIM: 609 712 and OMIM: 266 200)No direct link reported but an increased abundance of the pyruvate kinase M2 form has been used as an inflammatory marker in patients with IBD ([@DDT119C98]).Congenital lactase deficiency/congenital alactasiaLactase-phlorizin hydrolase (*LCT*, GeneID: 3938, E.C. E.C. 3.2.1.108 and 3.2.1.62)Digestive system (OMIM:223 000)Congenital lactase deficiency is a severe GI disorder characterized by watery diarrhea in infants fed with breast milk or other lactose-containing formulas. Other clinical signs include vomiting, failure to thrive, dehydration, disacchariduria including lactosuria, renal tubular acidosis and amino aciduria. In a clinical study of 16 patients, it was identifed that the mean height of the epithelial cells was reduced in all cases ([@DDT119C99],[@DDT119C100]).Glycogen storage disease I (GSD I)Glucose-6-phosphatase and Glucose-6-phosphate translocase (*G6PC* or *SLC37A4*, GeneID: 2538, 2542, E.C. 3.1.3.9). GSD type 1 a is casued due to mutations in *G6PC* and type 1 b due to defect in *SLC37A.*Liver, kidney, digestive system, respiratory system, skeletal system (OMIM:232 200)In both of these disorders, there is frequently occurring chronic diarrhea. Additionally, in GSD Ib, loss of mucosal barrier function due to inflammation seems to be the main cause of diarrhea ([@DDT119C101]). There is disordered intestinal function in both ([@DDT119C102]), while untreated type 1b can lead to intestinal mucosal ulcers ([@DDT119C103]).Fanconi-Bickel syndrome (FBS)GLUT2 (*SLC2A2*, GeneID: 6514)Nervous system, skeletal system, liver, kidney, pancreas (OMIM:227 810)FBS patients exhibit intestinal malabsoprtion and diarrhea ([@DDT119C104]). Microvillus inclusion disease (MVID) is a rare congenital enteropathy associated with brush border atrophy and reduced expression of enzymes at the enterocyte\'s apical surface. MVID is associated with mutations in the *MYO5B* gene, which is expressed in all epithelial tissues. Patients with MVID were seen to develop FBS while receiving total parenteral nutrition ([@DDT119C105]).Congenital sucrase--isomaltase deficiency (CSI)Sucrase--isomaltase (*SI*, Gene ID:6476, E.C. 3.2.1.48 and 3.2.1.10)Digestive systemCSI is caused by a deficiency in sucrase--isomaltase, an integral brush border membrane protein of the small intestine (OMIM:222 900). It is charaterized by fermentative diarrhea, abdominal pain and cramps ([@DDT119C106]).*Aminoacidopathies*Methylmalonic acidemiaMethylmalonyl-CoA mutase (*MUT*, Gene ID: 4594, E.C. 5.4.99.2)Brain, kidney, pancreasCo-occurrence of methylmalonic and propionic acidemia has been reported in patients, who also had gastroenteritis ([@DDT119C65]).Methylmalonic aciduria IIIMethylmalonyl-CoA epimerase (*MCEE*, Gene ID: 84 693, E.C. 5.1.99.1)Nervous system (OMIM: 251 120)Co-occurrence of methylmalonic and propionic acidemia has been reported in patients, who also had gastroenteritis ([@DDT119C65]).Propionic acidemiaPropionyl-CoA carboxylase (*PCCA* or *PCCB*, Gene ID: 5095, Gene ID: 5096, E.C. 6.4.1.3)Nervous system, muscle, heart (OMIM: 606 054)Co-occurrence of methylmalonic and propionic acidemia has been reported in patients, who also had gastroenteritis ([@DDT119C65]).Arginase deficiencyArginase (*ARG1*, Gene ID: 383, E.C. 3.5.3.1)Nervous system, RBC (OMIM: 207 800)No small intestine disorder reported but a mouse model of arginase deficiency exhibited urea cycle perturbations in liver ([@DDT119C107]).Cystinuriab0, +AT transporter (*SLC3A1* or *SLC7A9*, Gene ID: 6519, Gene ID: 11 136)Kidney, urinary bladder (OMIM.220 100)Cystinuria is caused by a defect in the intestinal dibasic amino acid transporter. However, no associated GI pathology has been reported ([@DDT119C108]).HistidinemiaHistidine ammonia-lyase (*HAL*, Gene ID: 3034, E.C. 4.3.1.3)Nervous system (OMIM: 235 800)One case reported with GI disorder ([@DDT119C109]).Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiencyOrnithine carbamoyltransferase, mitochondrial (*OTC*, Gene ID: 5009, E.C. 2.1.3.3)Nervous system, liver, skin, hair (OMIM: 311 250)Intestinal ornithine transcarbamylase /lactase ratio indicates degree of mucosal damage and atrophy ([@DDT119C110]).Ornithine translocase deficiency/HHH (hyperornithinemia, hyperammonemia, homocitrullinuria) syndromeMitochondrial ornithine transporter 1 (*SLC25A15*, Gene ID: 10 166)Nervous system, liver (OMIM: 238 970)GI illness is a secondary complication in urea cycle disorders ([@DDT119C58]).Snyder--Robinson syndromeSpermine synthase (*SMS*, Gene ID: 6611, E.C. 2.5.1.22)Nervous system, skeletal system (OMIM: 309 583)Targeted deletion of the gene in mouse showed no pathology. However, deletion of the downstream enzyme to spermine synthase in polyamine metabolism, i.e. diamine acetyltransferase 1 (*SAT1*, Gene ID: 6303, E.C.2.3.1.57), in mouse showed GI carcinogenesis ([@DDT119C111]).CitrullinemiaArgininosuccinate synthase or Citrin (*ASS1* or *SLC25A13*, Gene ID: 445, Gene ID: 10 165, E.C. 6.3.4.5)Nervous system, liver (OMIM: 215 700, OMIM: 603 471)Contrastingly low levels of plasma citrulline is an indicator for villous atrophy and short bowel syndrome ([@DDT119C85]).Lysinuric protein intolerance (LPI)Y + L amino acid transporter 1 (*SLC7A7*, GeneID: 9056)Liver, spleen, skeletal system, muscle, kidney, respiratory system, nervous system, immune system, pancreas (OMIM:222 700)LPI is caused by defective cationic amino acid transport at the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells in kidney and intestine. LPI should be considered for the differential diagnosis of conditions associated with intestinal villous atrophy (blunting of villi with elongation of crypts) ([@DDT119C112]).*Cholesterol synthesis disorders*Conradi-Hunermann syndrome3-Beta-hydroxysteroid-Delta8, Delta7-isomerase (*EBP*, Gene ID: 10 682, E.C. 5.3.3.5)Skeletal system (OMIM: 302 960)Case report of a newborn male revealed significant delay in motility in small intestine and developmental delay ([@DDT119C113]).Mevalonic aciduriaMevalonate kinase (*MVK*, Gene ID: 4598, E.C. 2.7.1.36)Nervous system, liver, spleen, muscles (OMIM: 251 170)One case reported complete jejunal and ileal obstruction and failure to thrive in mevalonic aciduria ([@DDT119C114]).SLOS7-Dehydrocholesterol reductase (*DHCR7*, Gene ID: 1717, E.C. 1.3.1.21)Nervous system, muscles (OMIM: 270 400)Infants with SLOS usually present GI problems that include dysmotility, hypomotility, GI reflux, constipation, formula intolerance and developmental delay ([@DDT119C38]).*Other lipid disorders*Medium chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiencyMedium chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase (*ACADM*, Gene ID: 34, E.C. 1.3.99.3)Liver, nervous system (OMIM: 201 450)Clinical manifestation includes acute intestinal intussusceptions, i.e. enfolding of segment of intestine causing intestinal obstruction ([@DDT119C115]).Trifunctional protein deficiencyTrifunctional enzyme subunit alpha, mitochondrial (*HADHA*, Gene ID: 3030, E.C. 4.2.1.17 and E.C. 1.1.1.211)Muscle, liver, eye, nervous system (OMIM: 609 016)Intestinal pseudo-obstruction reported in a mitochondrial tri-functional protein deficiency ([@DDT119C116]).Long chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency (LCHAD)Trifunctional enzyme subunit beta, mitochondrial (*HADHB*, Gene ID: 3032, E.C. 2.3.1.16)Heart, muscle, respiratory system (OMIM: 143 450)Echogenic bowel syndrome reported in an LCHAD patient ([@DDT119C117]).Ichthyosis prematurity syndrome (IPS)Solute carrier family 27 (fatty acid transporter) (*SLC27A4*, GeneID: 10 999)Skin, respiratory systemIPS is caused by a mutation in the gene encoding FATP4, a major fatty acid transporter in the enterocytes (OMIM: 608 649, OMIM: 604 194).*Miscellaneous disorders*Dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) deficiencyDihydrofolate reductase (*DHFR*, Gene ID: 1719, E.C. 1.5.1.3)Nervous system (OMIM: 126 060)DHFR deficiency results in megaloblastic anemia (OMIM: 613 839). Megaloblastic anemia leads to GI disturbances like malabsorption and diarrhea ([@DDT119C118]).Glycerol kinase deficiencyGlycerol kinase (*GK*, GeneID: 2710, E.C. 2.7.1.30)Digestive system, nervous systemGI symptoms (including gastroenteritis and decreased oral intake) are the initial features of this disease (OMIM: 307 030), ([@DDT119C119]).

We then categorized the IEMs according to the metabolic pathways they occurred in. The highest number of IEMs was associated with carbohydrate metabolism (23 IEMs), followed by amino acid metabolism (19 IEMs), lipid metabolism (18 IEMs), nucleotide metabolism (nine IEMs), heme biosynthesis (eight IEMs) and two further IEMs (see also Fig. [2](#DDT119F2){ref-type="fig"}). We then analyzed the computed effects of the IEMs on the defined metabolic tasks, which were either flux reduction (drop) or abolishment (block) (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). A total of eight IEMs affected only one metabolic task. The hexose monophosphate shunt (HMP) metabolic task had the highest reduction in flux value in 27 IEMs (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). Twelve IEMs caused reduction and five IEMs caused block in the cell maintenance/biomass function. Out of these 17 IEMs that affected the cell maintenance function, 8 were found to be associated with intestinal pathology or intestinal biochemical defect (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, reduction in the flux through the trichloroacetic acid (TCA) cycle, synthesis of gamma-amino-butyric acid, and gluconeogenesis from glutamine were the other common effects observed in the simulation results for the IEMs affecting the cell maintenance task. Moreover, we predicted various IEMs to affect the transport function of the sIECs by causing reduction in alanine (10 IEMs), lactate (7 IEMs), proline (20 IEMs), arginine and ornithine secretion (6 IEMs each), or a block in arginine secretion (7 IEMs). The metabolic task for synthesis of phosphatidylcholine was affected by six IEMs, with all of them causing blocked flux (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, three of these IEMs have been associated with small intestinal pathology (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}), but no changes in the phosphatidylcholine level have been reported. Figure 2.Overview of enterocyte metabolism and its associated IEMs (in red). Only pathways that are associated with IEMs are shown. (**A**) Major pathways operating under carbohydrate metabolism. (**B**) Amino acid metabolism. (**C**) Lipid metabolism. The metabolic pathways appear in green and the metabolites in blue. Figure 3.Metabolic tasks affected by the different IEMs, under average American diet. Black bars where the metabolic task could not carry any non-zero flux (flux block). Orange bars represent reduced flux through the metabolic task. White bars represent no change. For full description of the IEMs and the corresponding references, please refer to [Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1).

Our model also predicted disabled heme synthesis in eight different porphyrias (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}), which corresponds to the metabolic task to be eliminated by the highest number of IEMs. hs_sIEC611 also predicted a block in heme degradation in porphyrias, since; there is no dietary supply of heme in the form of heme proteins in the simulated average American and balanced diets. Additionally, we observed a block in the secretion of carbon monoxide and a reduction in urea synthesis and in urea secretion in the porphyria simulations (Fig. [4](#DDT119F4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 4.Basolateral secretion profile obtained for different IEMs. Only highly affected secretion reactions are reported. Black bars where the secretion reaction could not carry any flux (flux block). Pink bars represent reduced flux through the secretion reaction. White bars represent no change. For full description of the IEMs and the corresponding references, please refer to [Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1).

When simulating the average American diet, glucose--galactose malabsorption (OMIM: 606 824) affected *in silico* the highest number of metabolic tasks (i.e. 22 out of 50) (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}), including reduced fluxes through gluconeogenesis from glutamine and the synthesis of gamma-aminobutyric-acid, i.e. GABA from putrescine. The GABA synthesis, in particular, was affected in 23 IEMs (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}), with 17 of them exhibiting variable extents of neurological symptoms ([Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). Two IEMs, gyrate atrophy of the choroid and retina (OMIM: 258 870) and ornithine translocase deficiency (OMIM: 238 970), showed the highest reduction in the flux value through a synthetic reaction for GABA (17% of the flux value of the healthy model).

Under an average American diet, the model for type I citrullinemia (OMIM: 215 700), which is defective in *ASS1* (GeneID: 445, E.C.6.3.4.5), led to an increased flux through the citrulline basolateral secretion reaction, a single fumarate producing reaction ('ADSL1'), and a decreased flux through the fumarase ('FUM'). These predictions were consistent with the reported build-up of citrulline in patients ([@DDT119C37]). Moreover, the model predicted an increased flux through the luminal uptake reactions of two amino acid transporters, ASCT2 (*SLC1A5*, GeneID: 6510) and B(0)AT1 (*SLC6A19*, GeneID: 340 024), and through the alanine transaminase (E.C.2.6.1.2.). The latter converts alanine to pyruvate, which subsequently enters gluconeogenesis providing endogenous glucose. Furthermore, the type I citrullinemia model was able to utilize partially the urea cycle by synthesizing ornithine, which was then converted either to glutamate by the ornithine transaminase (E.C.2.6.1.13) or to citrulline by the ornithine carbamoyltransferase (E.C. 2.1.3.3).

Smith--Lemli--Opitz syndrome (SLOS, OMIM: 270 400) is a cholesterol synthesis disorder caused by a mutation in *DHCR7* (GeneID: 1717, E.C.1.3.1.21). Under the average American diet, this enzymopathy led to an increased flux through 'nadp' and 'nad' utilizing reactions (i.e. 'G6PDH2c', 'GNDc', 'AKGDm', 'SUCD1m', and 'ICDHxm') and a decreased flux through the basolateral cholesterol secretion reaction ('EX_chsterol(e)') in the corresponding model. Additionally, we predicted increased fluxes through the reaction of electron transport chain, gluconeogenesis and purine salvage pathway ([Supplementary Material, Table S11](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). These predicted changes were consistent with the reported low cholesterol level in patients ([@DDT119C38]).

Does the effect of IEMs on the metabolic capabilities of sIECs depend on diet? To address this question, we repeated the computations while simulating the balanced diet. We overall found the metabolic capabilities similar in enzyme-deficient sIECS under the balanced diet ([Supplement Fig. S1](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). Fifity-four of the IEMs resulted in altered fluxes for various metabolic tasks ([Supplement Table S10](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). For instance, while the biomass reaction was blocked in the cystinuria model under the average American diet, the flux value was identical to the healthy model under the balanced diet. In contrast, modeling the ribose 5-phosphate isomerase deficiency resulted in a block of the flux through the biomass reaction under balanced diet only. Moreover, IEMs of the amino acid metabolism \[i.e. propionic acidemia, methylmalonic acidemia (MMA), cystathioninuria, and MMA type 3\] and of the lipid metabolism (i.e. CACT deficiency and CPT-1 deficiency) showed the same flux value through the biomass reaction under balanced diet as the healthy model but had a lower flux value under the average American diet. The computed block or reduction in biomass reaction flux in these IEMs was due to limited uptake of methionine and proline in the case of cystinuria, and of alanine, asparagine, leucine, and phosphatidyl-ethanolamine for the IEMs of amino acid and lipid metabolism. The uptake limitation was a result of missing chloride ions in the *in silico* average American diet, as they were not listed in the corresponding diet chart ([@DDT119C32]). Consequently, one of the intestinal amino acid transporters (ATB0, *SLC6A14*, GeneID: 11 254), which has a broad substrate specificity for both neutral and cationic amino acids ([@DDT119C39]) and requires the presence of sodium and chloride for its activity, could not be used in this diet. In contrast, the limiting component in the simulated balanced diet was ribose. Additionally, blocked flux through HMP, reduced fluxes through reactions involved in pyrimidine synthesis, in the conversion of glutamine to carbon dioxide, and in the purine catabolism pathway contributed to a block in the biomass reaction for cystinuria.

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

In this study, we presented a comprehensive, predictive metabolic network for small intestinal enterocytes, which captures comprehensively its physiology and biochemistry. The key results include: (i) the average American diet resulted in higher secretion flux for metabolites involved in metabolic syndrome, (ii) enterocyte metabolism was perturbed by a large number of IEMs, (iii) porphyrias may not only perturb heme synthesis but also its degradation, (iv) a disturbed intestinal GABA synthesis may be linked to the neurological dysfunction observed in ornithine translocase deficient and gyrate atrophy patients, acting through the gut--brain axis and (v) identification of known and novel co-morbidities.

An objective of this work was to access the role of diet under physiological and pathological conditions. We chose to compare an average American diet with a balanced diet. The balanced diet modeled in this study represents an ideal diet composition ([@DDT119C1]), which may not be achieved by most of us on a daily basis. When we applied these dietary patterns, we observed a similar overall metabolic performance of the sIECs under both diets, but we also observed flux changes in the metabolic tasks for metabolites that have been shown to have implications in metabolic syndrome ([@DDT119C40],[@DDT119C41]). For instance, the average American diet led to a significant increase of the fructose and glucose secretion flux into the extracellular compartment. The high consumption of fructose from added sugars has been linked to hypertension ([@DDT119C42]) and its increased levels in serum and urine have also been found in patients with diabetes type 2 ([@DDT119C43]). Additionally, it has been suggested that high glucose intake, mainly from sweetened beverages, could lead to weight gain ([@DDT119C44]). The absorption pathway of dietary lipid components is distinct from water-soluble nutrients as they are secreted into the lymph from the enterocytes. Once absorbed into the lymphatics, which drain into the left subclavian vein, dietary lipids reach finally the bloodstream ([@DDT119C45]). In the model, the computed higher secretion fluxes for cholesterol, cholesterol ester and triglycerides corresponded to the increased availability of dietary lipids in the average American diet compared with the balanced diet. It has been recommended to reduce the level of lipid in the average American diet ([@DDT119C46]) due to its close association with diseases, such as obesity and type-2 diabetes ([@DDT119C47]).

The epithelial cell surface of the small intestine consists of enterocytes and immune system cells, which are covered by a mucus layer, and represents a protective barrier between the gut microbiota and the host. Numerous diseases exhibit gastrointestinal (GI) signs, even though the small intestine may not be recognized as the primary site of disease. We investigated the potential consequences of IEMs on the sIEC metabolism and correlated them with known clinical features (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}). Surprisingly, one-third of the IEMs that are currently captured by the global human metabolic reconstruction ([@DDT119C20]) mapped onto hs_sIEC611. Even more astonishingly, almost two-thirds of the simulated IEMs perturbed significantly the enterocyte metabolism by deranging the function of at least one of the 50 metabolic tasks (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). Almost half of the perturbing IEMs are known to result in intestinal pathology and thus, correspond to true positive predictions (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}), underlining again the value of computational modeling for elucidating genotype--phenotype relationships. The model\'s failure to correctly predict some known elevated reported biomarkers, e.g. citrulline and glycogen ([Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)), highlights that enterocyte metabolism is not the only cause for biomarkers but that other tissues, such as liver and muscle, also contribute significantly to plasma biomarkers. Our simulations represent isolated small intestinal enterocytes, but more accurate IEM modeling will require a comprehensive, multi-tissue model. Additionally, our study presents a qualitative but not a quantitative comparison between the changes in flux values for the basolateral secretion reactions and reported biomarker pattern. The presented work is a good starting point to investigate quantitative predictions for the flux ranges, once sufficient kinetic parameters for the reactions are known.

Heme is essential for life and is often referred to as 'pigment of life' ([@DDT119C48]). It is synthesized from succinyl-CoA and glycine. Enzyme deficiencies in any of the steps along the biosynthetic pathway cause different forms of porphyrias ([@DDT119C48]). Consistently, the metabolic task 'heme synthesis' was blocked in the porphyria models (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). Usually porphyrias show an accumulation of porphyrins, excreted in urine and feces, which is used for biochemical diagnosis ([@DDT119C8]). Possible GI signs include ileal infarction in acute intermittent porphyria and villous atrophy in variegate porphyria ([@DDT119C49],[@DDT119C50]). These clinical signs may be attributed to the lack of heme in the diet, which can lead to non-optimal bilirubin concentrations within the enterocyte. Since neither of the analyzed diets contained heme supplementation, the porphyrias also resulted in a block in the metabolic task 'heme degradation', which produces bilirubin. This compound has potential antioxidant activity, comparable with that of beta-carotene and tocopherol, under low oxygen conditions ([@DDT119C51]) and, at very low concentrations, bilirubin tends to exert protective effects on the small intestine ([@DDT119C52]). The porphyria models were not able to secrete carbon monoxide (Fig. [4](#DDT119F4){ref-type="fig"}), which has various roles in the GI tract, including regulation of GI motility, activation of guanylate cyclase (suggested role in inflammation), function as a neurotransmitter, contribution to the membrane potential gradient and exerting protective role during GI injury ([@DDT119C53],[@DDT119C54]). Particularly, the latter role suggests that this compound may contribute to the GI inflammation observed in chronic inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). Interestingly, IBD patients are prone to develop acute intermittent porphyria, i.e. AIP ([@DDT119C55]). The clinical manifestations of AIP patients also include neurological dysfunction ([@DDT119C35]). The predicted reduced urea secretion flux (Fig. [4](#DDT119F4){ref-type="fig"}) in the porphyria models was due to a reduced urea cycle, indicating ammonia toxicity. For instance, clinical features of hereditary coproporphyria and variegate porphyria include neurological dysfunction ([@DDT119C35]). The computed altered urea secretion flux for porphyrias could thus indicate that ammonia toxicity may also affect the brain of patients with types of other porphyrias. These computational results provide a possible mechanistic explanation for the extensive clinical manifestations observed in porphyria patients.

Gyrate atrophy (OMIM: 258 870) and ornithine translocase deficiency (OMIM: 238 970) are caused by mutations in ornithine aminotransferase (*OAT*, GeneID: 4942, E.C. 2.6.1.13) and mitochondrial ornithine transporter (*SLC25A15*, GeneID: 10 166), respectively. While gyrate atrophy patients usually have vision loss (OMIM: 258 870), ornithine translocase deficiency is associated with neurocognitive deficits, liver dysfunctions and lethargy ([@DDT119C56]). Interestingly, both disorders exhibit a variable degree of neurological manifestations. Gyrate atrophy patients have degenerative changes in the white matter and brain atrophy ([@DDT119C57]), whereas for ornithine translocase deficiency patients usually show developmental delay, ataxia, spasticity and learning disabilities ([@DDT119C56]). Although a disturbed creatine and phospho-creatine metabolism in gyrate atrophy, and intermittent hyperammonemia in ornithine translocase deficiency have been suggested to be partly responsible for the neurological symptoms, further clarification is needed ([@DDT119C56],[@DDT119C57]). This is particularly true for the class of patients of ornithine translocase deficiency, who have deficiencies in executive function but never show symptoms of hyperammonemia ([@DDT119C58]). Interestingly, these two IEMs showed the highest reduction in flux through the synthesis of GABA, an inhibitory neurotransmitter ([@DDT119C59]). It has been proposed that the gut and the brain interact via the enteric nervous system through exchange of signaling molecules, which include cytokines and certain metabolites ([@DDT119C60]). This brain--gut axis is bidirectional and may have implications in various diseases ([@DDT119C61]). Recently, modulation of the GABA receptors by the probiotics was shown to interact via the brain--gut axis ([@DDT119C62]). To our knowledge, there have not been any studies analyzing these IEMs from the aspects of brain--gut axis interactions. Based on our computational results, one may speculate that neurological dysfunctions in gyrate atrophy and ornithine translocase-deficient patients may be caused by reduced GABA synthesis in the small intestine.

Metabolic networks have been used previously to study comorbidity, i.e. the co-occurrence of diseases ([@DDT119C24]). Our simulations revealed a flux block in the conversion of methionine to cysteine for MMA, propionic acidemia and cystathionuria (Fig. [3](#DDT119F3){ref-type="fig"}). This incapability agrees with reports of low cysteine levels observed in these IEMs ([@DDT119C36],[@DDT119C63],[@DDT119C64]), which differ from one another with respect to the deficient enzyme involved (Table [2](#DDT119TB2){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, the co-existence of MMA and cystathionuria in patients has been reported in the literature ([@DDT119C35]). Additionally, MMA and propionic acidemia share common clinical features with respect to movement disorders, gastroenteritis and neurologic abnormalities (particularly vulnerable basal ganglia) ([@DDT119C65]). Our *in silico* analysis also predicted a failure to synthesize phosphatidylcholine from phosphatidylethanolamine in the latter two IEMs. This inability may also contribute to their similar clinical features, since phosphatidylcholine is an important membrane constituent and has been shown to exert anti-inflammatory roles, most highly beneficial in ulcerative colitis ([@DDT119C66]). Additionally, phosphatidylcholine acts in the mucus as a barrier against many inflammatory conditions ([@DDT119C67]). This example highlights again the promise of the computational systems biology approach to identify and investigate comorbidities.

Enzyme-deficient cells can bypass the missing functionality by employing alternate metabolic pathways ([@DDT119C68]). The sIEC model may be used to investigate potential effects of such alternate pathways and may explain the variability of clinical phenotypes within the same IEM. For instance, broad phenotypic variability is particularly evident for type I citrullinemia presenting the classic neonatal form, which causes severe neurological deficit or death without early treatment, the mild adult-onset form, which may not exhibit any symptoms, and a form usually seen in women during pregnancy or post partum ([@DDT119C37]). The predicted flux changes through citrulline utilizing, fumarate producing and amino acid-related reactions suggest that sIECs could switch to alternative pathways for production of energy precursors and to increased amino acid metabolism in order to maintain the biomass flux and energy state. Any mutation along these pathways could alter the observed phenotype and may contribute to the broad clinical features observed in type I citrullinemia patients. Another example is SLOS, which also has a broad clinical spectrum. While the severe end of the spectrum presents with life-threatening conditions (growth retardation, intellectual disability and multiple major and minor malformations), the milder forms have only minor physical abnormalities ([@DDT119C38]). The SLOS model utilized at a higher rate the NADH generating reactions of TCA cycle and reactions of the electron transport chain to meet the energy demands of the cell. Additionally, the reactions of the HMP were utilized to generate NADP, which was channeled into proline synthesis, and 5-phospho-alpha-[d]{.smallcaps}-ribose-1-diphosphate, which was used for the purine salvage pathway. Interestingly, key gluconeogenic reactions (i.e. 'PCm', 'FBP' and 'G6PPer') also had a higher flux in the SLOS model, indicating that when faced with enzyme deficiencies, sIECs could switch their dependency from amino acids to carbohydrate sources. These examples demonstrate how computational modeling of IEMs could provide biochemical explanations for adaptive mutations in alternative pathways and for phenotypic variability within the same IEM groups.

In conclusion, we want to emphasize that small intestinal enterocytes play a key role in whole body metabolism due to their involvement in enzymatic digestion and absorption of nutrients as well as inter-organ metabolism. Investigating whole body metabolism *in silico* will require a comprehensive organ- and tissue resolved metabolic model, which also includes small intestinal enterocyte and hepatocyte metabolism. Such a model could be employed to predict metabolic changes upon alteration of nutrition, genetic variations, and their impact onto human health. Since metabolic models connect genes with metabolic function, they are promising platforms for personalized systems biomedicine.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s4}
=====================

Flux balance analysis (FBA) and flux variability analysis {#s4a}
---------------------------------------------------------

The constraint-based modeling approach assumes a steady state for the biochemical transformations to occur ([@DDT119C30]). Under these conditions, the sum of input fluxes equals the sum of output fluxes since the change of metabolite concentration (d*x*) over time (d*t*) is zero. The steady-state equation can be written as *S*.*v* = 0, where *S* represents the stoichiometric matrix of size *m* × *n* (with '*m*' being the number of metabolites and '*n*' being the number of reactions in the network). *v* is a flux vector of size *n*× 1 containing a flux value *v~i~* for each reaction, *i* in the network. Flux balance analysis (FBA) aims to maximize a given objective function under a particular simulation condition as defined by the constraints, which are applied to the model. In this study, metabolic tasks were defined (see below) and employed individually as objective functions under different simulation conditions (e.g. dietary intake or IEM conditions). In FVA, the minimum and maximal flux values are computed for each reaction in the model, by choosing each reaction individually as objective function and performing FBA for that reaction ([@DDT119C31],[@DDT119C69]).

Reconstructing a sIEC-specific metabolic network {#s4b}
------------------------------------------------

A thorough literature search was performed to obtain an in-depth knowledge of all the major metabolic pathways known to occur in an epithelial cell of the small intestine. We then retrieved the corresponding reactions and genes from the human metabolic reconstruction ([@DDT119C13]), which is accessible through the BiGG database ([@DDT119C70]), to compile a draft reconstruction. Missing transport and metabolic reactions for peptides and for dietary fibers were added to the initial draft reconstruction upon detailed manual gap analysis and further review of the corresponding literature. Genome annotations from the EntrezGene database ([@DDT119C71]) as well as protein information from the UniProt ([@DDT119C72]) and BRENDA database ([@DDT119C73]) were used in addition to the information retrieved from the scientific literature to assign GPR associations to the reactions not present in Recon 1. For the reactions that were extracted from the Recon 1, GPR associations were kept as reported in Recon 1, since no comprehensive transcriptomic data are available for sIECs. The sIEC metabolic reconstruction was assembled and converted to a mathematical model using rBioNet as a reconstruction environment ([@DDT119C74]) and an established protocol ([@DDT119C75]).

We used the global human metabolic network, Recon 1 ([@DDT119C13]), as reaction database, but adjusted sub-cellular and extracellular location, reaction stoichiometry and directionality according to literature evidence. Only those reactions and pathways with literature evidence for their occurrence in human small intestinal enterocytes were incorporated into hs_sIEC611 from the global human metabolic reconstruction Recon 1, which captures metabolic capabilities known to occur in any human cell. Moreover, we added 262 transport and 50 metabolic reactions, which were not present in Recon 1, but for which supporting information for their presence in sIECs could be found in the scientific literature (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}E, [Supplementary Material, Table S2](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). These reactions included many transport systems specific for enterocytes and metabolic pathways for sulfo-cysteine metabolism, dietary fiber metabolism, di- and tri-peptide degradation and cholesterol-ester synthesis (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}E, [Supplementary Material, Table S2](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). In addition to these reactions, 73 reactions were added from our recently published acylcarnitine/fatty acid oxidation module for the human metabolic reconstruction ([@DDT119C20]). We added further 95 reactions, which were present in Recon 1, but for which the compartment was adjusted by placing them into the lumen compartment. The stoichiometry of the reactions catalyzed by the glucose 6-phosphate dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.1.1.49), the 6-phosphogluconolactonase (E.C. 3.1.1.31) and the phosphogluconate dehydrogenase (E.C. 1.1.1.44) was changed to three, since they were required to generate three molecules each of 6-phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucono-1,5-lactone, 6-Phospho-[d]{.smallcaps}-gluconate and ribulose-5-phosphate simultaneously ([@DDT119C76]). The directionality of ATP requiring fatty acid activation reactions catalyzed by the fatty acyl-CoA ligase (E.C. 6.2.1.3) was changed in agreement with a recent report ([@DDT119C76]). Also, the cofactor requirement and sub-cellular localization of reactions included in the cholesterol synthesis pathway, which are catalyzed by the desmosterol reductase (E.C. 1.3.1.72) and HMG-CoA reductase (E.C. 2.3.3.10) reactions, were updated in accordance with the current literature evidence ([@DDT119C76]).

Cellular compartments {#s4c}
---------------------

The sIEC reconstruction accounts for the following cellular compartments: cytoplasm, mitochondrion, endoplasmic reticulum, peroxisome and nucleus. Due to its specific anatomy of being a columnar cell, the sIEC possesses an apex and a base (see also Fig. [2](#DDT119F2){ref-type="fig"}). Both of these structural entities are specific with respect to their substrate uptake and product secretion and exhibit very distinct transporters. Therefore, an additional extra-cellular compartment ('u', lumen) was added to the sIEC reconstruction, which represents the gut lumen. Moreover, metabolites are released from the sIEC into either portal venous blood (non-fat nutrients) or lymph (fat nutrients). sIECs take up nutrients from the arterial supply (i.e. superior and inferior pancreatico-duodenal and superior mesenteric arteries) ([@DDT119C77]). These three biofluids are treated as one extra-cellular compartment ('e') in our metabolic reconstruction. Metabolic and transport reactions occurring at the lumen and at the basal side were added based on the available literature enabling the assignment of the transporter location, and thus, the luminal uptake and basal release of specific metabolites.

Formulation of biomass reaction {#s4d}
-------------------------------

Metabolic reconstructions generally account for a biomass reaction, which captures all known precursors required for physiological and functional maintenance of the cell ([@DDT119C75]). We adopted the biomass reaction from Recon 1 ([@DDT119C13]), while making sIEC-specific modifications. For instance, phosphatidylinositol, phosphatidylglycerol, cardiolipin, phosphatidylserine and sphingomyelin were removed because the exact metabolic pathways involved in the synthesis and degradation of these molecules within the enterocytes are not known. However, the synthesis of phosphatidylethanolamine from phosphatidylserine in rat small intestine has been suggested ([@DDT119C78]). Deoxy-nucleotides have been also removed from the Recon 1 biomass reactions as sIECs cannot replicate ([@DDT119C79]). The sIEC biomass reaction thus comprises 20 amino acids, four nucleotides, cholesterol, phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, folic acid and water (see [Supplementary Material, Table S2](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) for a detailed list). In order to account for the energy required for the cell maintenance, ATP hydrolysis was also included in the biomass reaction.

GPR associations in the enterocyte reconstruction {#s4e}
-------------------------------------------------

The present metabolic reconstruction for human sIECs was assembled in a bottom-up manner based on the available literature data. A recent study has reported the proteomic composition of lipid droplets of large intestinal enterocytes, but it focused mainly on proteins participating in non-metabolic reactions ([@DDT119C80]). Since no comprehensive transcriptomic and proteomic dataset is currently available for human sIECs, GPR associations for all those reactions derived from the generic human metabolic network reactions in hs_sIEC611 were kept as reported in Recon 1. For the reactions that were derived from the IEM module, the GPR associations were retained as described in the module. For the newly added metabolic and transport reactions, the literature was thoroughly reviewed to derive the respective GPR associations (see [Supplementary Material, Table S3](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) for details on GPR associations). Subsequently, the number of included metabolic genes (611) may be higher than the actual number of metabolic genes expressed in sIECs. However, only 201 reactions are associated with isozymes, while additional 48 reactions are associated with protein complexes as well as isozymes (Fig. [1](#DDT119F1){ref-type="fig"}C). Thus, 19% (249/1282) of the reactions of hs_sIEC611 may be affected by the current lack of comprehensive omics data for human sIECs, which corresponds to 396 unique genes. Further 19% (245/1282) of the reactions have no gene associated, which includes 61 diffusion and 16 spontaneous and non-enzymatic reactions. The remaining 168 reactions are orphan reactions.

Debugging of the sIEC model {#s4f}
---------------------------

Dead-end metabolites can only be produced or consumed within a metabolic reconstruction. A key step of the reconstruction process is to evaluate and eliminate these dead-end metabolites depending on available experimental support in the literature ([@DDT119C75]). Dead-end metabolites were identified using the COBRA toolbox ([@DDT119C81]). Blocked reactions, which cannot carry any flux value under the given simulation constraints, were identified using FVA ([@DDT119C31]). Dead-end metabolites and blocked reactions were evaluated manually and supporting evidence from the literature was assembled to connect them to the remainder of the network. Furthermore, we tested for the model\'s ability to produce each biomass component, as described elsewhere ([@DDT119C75]).

Secretion profile of the enterocyte model {#s4g}
-----------------------------------------

Based on the data derived from the literature, we constrained 267 exchange reactions for luminal uptake secretion and basolateral uptake secretion ([Supplementary Material, Table S5](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). Dietary fibers, triglycerides and other partially digested products cannot enter enterocytes and remain in the lumen, unless they are broken down into simpler units. For example, polysaccharides and disaccharides are hydrolyzed into monomeric forms prior to absorption. The bounds on the corresponding exchange reactions were kept unchanged.

Collection of dietary composition {#s4h}
---------------------------------

Diet information was collected from the US Department of Agriculture, Agricultural research service ([@DDT119C32]). All nutrients were converted to a common unit of grams per day. An average American diet, for both males and females (≥2 years), was collected ([@DDT119C32]). A balanced diet representing the recommended dietary reference intakes (DRIs) of micronutrients as well as macronutrients ([@DDT119C1],[@DDT119C33]) was also assembled ([Supplementary Material, Table S8](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). The DRI reflects the minimum requirements advised to be taken daily to maintain a healthy lifestyle. The values were taken for males between 30 and 50 years of age. The total fat and cholesterol intake for balanced diet was also represented ([@DDT119C34],[@DDT119C82]). We did not represent the energy value in food (i.e. caloric load) due to disparity between various sources and also due to lack of specific information. The uptake values of the various dietary nutrients in both diets were set as lower bounds on the corresponding luminal exchange reactions. The total carbohydrate content in the diet was converted to starch and dextrin uptake, since polysaccharides are most abundant carbohydrate component present in our diet ([@DDT119C1]). In the case of total sugars, disaccharides formed 60% and monosaccharides formed 40%, since free monosaccharides do not form significant part of the diet ([@DDT119C1]). [Supplementary Material, Table S8](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) provides details of the dietary formulations, distribution and references used. Under the given simulation conditions, we assumed that all the available nutrients are completely taken up by the enterocytes.

Conversion of the dietary components into exchange reaction constraints {#s4i}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

All dietary components were converted to moles/human/day ([Supplementary Material, Table S8](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)). To obtain the number of enterocytes per small intestine in a human, we used data reported by Chougule *et al*. ([@DDT119C83]). The authors reported that a 10 cm segment of the small intestine contained 7.5 × 10^6^ cells, of which 92% were enterocytes. The wet weight of the small intestine was derived from their median regional wet weights (79 g for duodenum, 411 g for jejunum and 319 g for ileum) ([@DDT119C84]). We assumed that the average length of the human small intestine was 20 foot (609.6 cm) ([@DDT119C77]) and that the enterocytes consist of 70% water ([@DDT119C7]). The dry weight of the small intestine enterocytes per human was thus 809 × 0.3 × 0.552 = 133.9704 g~DW_enterocytes~. The conversion factor for all the dietary inputs from moles/human/day to mmol/g~DW_enterocytes~/hr was thus *R* = 24 × 133.9704 × 10^−3^ = 3.2152896 (see also [Supplementary Material, Table S8](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)).

Mapping of IEMs onto the enterocyte metabolic network {#s4j}
-----------------------------------------------------

The IEM information, i.e. affected genes, reactions, organs and identified biomarkers, was taken from our previous work ([@DDT119C20]). For the simulations of each IEM condition on an average American diet, we only considered those IEMs with one gene-one reaction and one gene-multiple reaction associations. We constrained the corresponding reactions to be inactive (i.e. lower and upper reaction bounds were set to be zero) and performed FBA for each of the metabolic tasks (see [Supplementary Material, Table S7](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) for the agreement of the *in silico* results with the literature for the diagnostically relevant biomarkers as well as biochemical defects reported for each simulated IEM.)

Capturing adaptive mechanisms under IEM conditions {#s4k}
--------------------------------------------------

The affected reaction(s) for an IEM was set as objective function in the healthy model and maximized using FBA. Then, 25% of this maximized value was used to assign the lower bound to this reaction in the healthy model and FVA was performed to obtain the minimal and maximal flux through each model reaction *i* (FVAmin~i~ and FVAmax~i~). The IEM condition was simulated by constraining the lower and the upper bounds of the affected reaction(s) to zero and FVA was performed. The outputs obtained for the healthy model were compared with the output of the corresponding IEM model. The ratio of flux span (FSr) was calculated, using the following formula FSr = abs (FVAmax~i,Healthy~-FVAmin~i,Healthy~)/abs(FVAmax~i,IEM~-FVAmin~i,IEM~), where FVA~max~ is the maximal flux value and FVA~min~ is the minimal flux value under healthy and IEM conditions. The candidate reactions were identified using a 5% cutoff on the FSr (i.e. reactions with at least 5% difference in flux span between healthy and IEM were chosen).

All fluxes were computed and given in mmol/g~DW_enterocytes~/h. All simulations were carried out with MatLab (MathWork Inc.) as programming environment, using Tomlab (TomOpt Inc.) as a linear programming solver, and the COBRA toolbox ([@DDT119C81]).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL {#s5}
======================

[Supplementary Material is available at *HMG* online.](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1)
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[^1]: Please refer to [Supplementary Material, Table S4](http://hmg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/hmg/ddt119/-/DC1) for the references for each metabolic task. Tick mark represents that corresponding task was performed and the flux value obtained for both the diets were similar, upper arrow represents higher flux values obtained in the American diet when compared with the balanced diet, and cross represents that task could not be performed by either diet. D1: Average American diet, D2: balanced diet.
